Joint Systems Manufacturing Center (JSMC) - Lima

Who We Are

Joint Systems Manufacturing Center - Lima, operating as a Government Owned Contractor Operated (GOCO) facility, and being managed under the direction of Defense Contract Management Agency General Dynamics Land Systems, is the production facility for the M1 Abrams Tank Systems. JSMC-Lima also builds structures and components for other DoD (vehicle) programs.

What We Do

We manage a government installation/manufacturing plant, operated by a contractor, General Dynamics Land Systems, which produces:

- M1A1 SA (Situational Awareness) and M1A2 SEPv2 (System Enhancement Package Version 2) upgrade tanks for the US Army.
- Double V Hull (DVH) structures for the Stryker FoV (Family of Vehicles) for the Army.
- MK-46 weapon system turrets for the United States Navy.
- Abrams MBT (Main Battle Tank) kits for the nation of Egypt.
- M1A1 and M1A2S Abrams tanks for multiple Foreign Military Sales (FMS) customers.
- Namer APC armored hull structures for the Israeli Defense Forces (IDF)
- Prototype vehicles and hull structures for new programs and modernization of existing platforms.
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